PRESS RELEASE: Wednesday April 3rd, 2019
Sex educator’s Brighton Fringe show liberates libido with laughter
Laura-Doe’s Vaudeville of the
Vulva makes its UK Fringe debut
in Brighton in May. This hilarious
one-woman cabaret provides the
sex ed we should have had at
school but, sadly, didn’t.
Written and performed by awardwinning Australian sexologist,
Laura-Doe, it is illuminating,
transformative, musical theatre
for owners and lovers of vaginas.
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Featuring canny characters and
unusually vocal velvet vulvae, the
production takes the baton from
Eve Ensler’s Vagina Monologues
as a catalyst for conversation
and social change around the
sensitive topic of sexuality.

“For many people, female genitals are hard to name accurately, if at all, and remain
shrouded in mystery.” says comedian, singer/songwriter Laura-Doe. “The show is a
series of light-hearted sketches that inform whilst entertaining. However its
motivation is also serious, seeking to gently lift taboos, using comedy and song to
release tension and create the freedom to speak about and appreciate this much
maligned and misunderstood body area.”
Vaudeville of the Vulva’s four free fringe shows are curated by Laughing Horse
Comedy in the Caroline of Brunswick at 10.45pm on 10, 11, 17 & 18th May.
Audiences can expect to be greeted by a passionate and eccentric ‘Yoniversity’
professor. Aided by a dazzling array of international guests she leads us giggling,
gasping and singing into a deeper appreciation of her particular research niche.
The UK theatre premiere of the show will be June 4-8 at the Bread & Roses Theatre,
Clapham, London. Laura-Doe is also offering her Absolutely Vulvalicious® workshop
on female arousal and libido at Unity Studio, Brighton on 12th May.
Laura-Doe’s Vaudeville of the Vulva
By Laughing Beaver Productions with Laughing Horse Comedy
Caroline of Brunswick (upstairs)
10, 11, 17 & 18th May at 10.45pm - by donation
www.vaudevilleofthevulva.com
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